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ABSTRACT Automatic image aesthetics assessment is a computer vision problem dealing with categorizing
images into different aesthetic levels. The categorization is usually done by analyzing an input image
and computing some measure of the degree to which the image adheres to the fundamental principles of
photography such as balance, rhythm, harmony, contrast, unity, look, feel, tone, and texture. Due to its diverse
applications in many areas, automatic image aesthetic assessment has gained significant research attention
in recent years. This article presents a comparative study of different automatic image aesthetics assessment
techniques from the year 2005 to 2021. A number of conventional hand-crafted as well as modern deep
learning-based approaches are reviewed and analyzed for their performance on various publicly available
datasets. Additionally, critical aspects of different features and models have also been discussed to analyze
their performance and limitations in different situations. The comparative analysis reveals that deep learning
based approaches excel hand-crafted based techniques in image aesthetic assessment.
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INDEX TERMS Image aesthetic assessment, aesthetic visual perception, image quality assessment, com-
puter vision, convolutional neural networks, deep learning.

I. INTRODUCTION14

It may be true that beauty lies in the eyes of the beholder15

but for a computer, automatically quantifying the beauty of16

a photograph is a challenging task. In computer vision, the17

task is known as automatic image aesthetics assessment and18

deals with quantifying the beauty, quality, and impression19

of photographs to categorize images into different aesthetic20

levels as shown in Figure 1. Image aesthetic assessment21

has diverse applications in the field of multimedia content22

generation and processing including medical & healthcare,23

information & communication technologies, infotainment,24

edutainment, and safety & security etc. For example, it can25

be employed to benchmark the algorithms for image noise26
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removal and image restoration as well as for monitoring of 27

quality of service (QoS) in systemswhere images are digitally 28

compressed, communicated, and decompressed. 29

Underwater image enhancement and restoration systems 30

can also benefit from aesthetic assessment techniques [1]. For 31

instance, in underwater systems [2], image quality assessment 32

can be used, and image enhancement approaches can be 33

applied to improve quality and accuracy in case of low-quality 34

image as input [3], [4] [5]. Moreover, image quality assess- 35

ment can be utilized in robotics, where a robot automatically 36

assesses the image quality and change focus and position 37

to recapture the image if the quality metric is below some 38

recommended level. 39

Due to its significant application potential in the 40

rapidly increasing digital camera and photography industry, 41

automated image aesthetic assessment has recently gained 42
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considerable research attention from the computer vision43

and pattern recognition community [6], [7], [8], [9], [10].44

Automatic image aesthetic assessment has many challenges.45

For example, the input visual data may contain noise and46

image artifacts such as illumination and environmental con-47

ditions [11]. Focus and pose deflections introduce disparities48

in images. Images may be subject to variations in colour49

harmony because of sensor resolution issues. Background50

clutter can also hinder the accuracy of aesthetic assess-51

ment algorithms. Moreover, the visual judgment conflicts52

of humans also translate to different challenges for image53

quality rating algorithms.54

Over the past couple of decades, many computer vision55

techniques have been developed for image aesthetic/quality56

assessment. Both hand-crafted feature-based approaches and57

deep learning-based approaches have been exploited for58

the task. Hand-crafted features-based algorithms generally59

design filters to encode aspects of the image aesthetics such60

as photographic rules, image texture, local and global content61

features, etc. The represented aesthetics features are then fed62

to classical machine learning approaches to classify the image63

in different aesthetic levels. Deep learning-based techniques64

use robust deep neural networks to learn and encode image65

aesthetics from a large number of training images. Deep66

learning-based methods are more accurate as they can model67

more complex image features and their relationships.68

This article provides a survey of techniques for automatic69

image aesthetic assessment. Both hand-crafted feature-based70

methods and the recent deep learning approaches are covered71

in detail, describing each technique’s basic framework with72

its pros and cons. The outcomes of experimental method in73

terms of accuracy, the dataset used, its size, and the depth of74

each aesthetic rating algorithm are also discussed.75

Motivation: We would like to emphasize that a survey is76

required in image aesthetics due to many papers published77

in deep learning; although a review of image aesthetics [4]78

was published half a decade ago, we argue that the number79

of articles published in the last year is significantly higher80

during the previous five years, therefore we expect further81

increase in the coming years. Furthermore, the review of [4]82

is more on the lines of explaining the image aesthetics and83

lacks in listing hand-crafted or deep learning methods in84

detail. Similarly, we want to provide detailed descriptions85

of important articles to help the community adopt the most86

appropriate approach and avoid reproducing the methodolo-87

gies. Likewise, we strive to give a good research direction88

through this survey, specify the gaps and limitations, and89

provide future direction.90

II. HAND-CRAFTED METHODS91

Although hand-crafted features are considered a thing of92

the past, they still provide good insight into a computer93

vision task. Hand-crafted methods primarily design some94

kinds of pixel filters to extract or encode low-level image fea-95

tures. Standard features used by the hand-crafted techniques96

include colour, contrast, saturation, brightness, texture and97

foreground-background statistics, global features, and local 98

features ratio statistics [36]. Figure 2 summarizes different 99

techniques based on the features they use to encode the 100

aesthetic information about images. We discuss each of these 101

categories in detail in the following sections. 102

A. BASIC METHODS 103

These methods are pioneering image aesthetic approaches 104

and provide a naive methodology for accuracy. 105

1) An intelligent photographic interface is proposed by 106

Lo et al. [13], with on-device aesthetic quality assess- 107

ment for bi-level image quality on general portable 108

devices (Figure 3(a)). In this framework, photographic 109

rules were followed, and a three-layered structure 110

was designed. Using hand-tuned techniques, the first 111

layer extracted composition, saturation, colour combi- 112

nations, contrast, and richness features. In the second 113

layer, an independent SVM classifier [37] was trained 114

for each feature perspective to obtain the feature index. 115

Moreover, the SVM classifier is trained to get the aes- 116

thetic score in the last layer. The mentioned framework 117

is tested on CUHK [38] dataset, comprising 2078 high- 118

quality and 7573 low-quality images, providing an 119

accuracy of 89%. 120

2) A computational algorithm using region-based features 121

and k-means clustering is presented by Datta et al. [14]. 122

Colour segments are extracted from the image utiliz- 123

ing region-based features and texture information to 124

assess the quality of images with the connected com- 125

ponent technique. Subsequently, the SVM classifier on 126

the extracted feature is trained to categorize images 127

into high and low aesthetic categories. A regression 128

model [39] is also trained to obtain a regression score. 129

The dataset is collected from a photo-sharing website 130

consisting of 3581 images. 131

3) To access the quality of digital portraits, Redi et al. [15] 132

introduced a technique based on composition, scene 133

semantics, portrait-specific features, correct perception 134

of signal and fuzzy properties, and the five essential 135

features extracted from images. One should note that 136

composition rules are the essential and basic photog- 137

raphy rules, including sharpness, spatial arrangement, 138

lighting, texture, and colour. The semantic contents 139

represent the overall photography depiction, including 140

high-level features [40]. The correct perception of sig- 141

nals includes noise, contrast quality, exposure qual- 142

ity, and JPEG quality, while portrait-specific features 143

include face position, face orientation, age, gender, eye, 144

nose, mouth position, foreground, and background con- 145

trast. Fuzzy properties are originality, memorability, 146

uniqueness, and emotion depiction. LASSO reg- 147

ression [41] is applied to the extracted composi- 148

tion features, learning regression parameters for every 149

feature group. Moreover, a correlation between the 150

predicted score and the original aesthetic value is com- 151

puted. Using regression on all features, a final aesthetic 152
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FIGURE 1. The sample images are taken from the Aesthetics and Attributes Database (AADB) [12], consisting of
various photographic imagery of real scenes collected from Flickr. For each image, the rating is provided by
averaging five rater’s score as a ground-truth score. Eleven aesthetic attributes were considered while curating the
dataset, such as interesting content, object emphasis, good lighting, colour harmony, vivid colour, shallow depth of
field, motion blur, rule of thirds, balancing element, repetition, and symmetry. The photos a) and b) represent
photos with a high aesthetic score of 1.0 and 0.7, while c) and d) represent the photos with a low aesthetic score of
0.4 and 0.1, respectively.

FIGURE 2. Overview and Categorization of hand-crafted based techniques for image aesthetics assessment.

score is predicted. First, the framework is tested on153

a small scale, and later it is tested on a large scale,154

classifying the images as beautiful and non-beautiful155

via SVM classification. The AVA dataset is used for156

training and testing, achieving 75.76% accuracy.157

4) A photographic rating framework that computes aes-158

thetic signatures using attributes of colorfulness,159

sharpness, depth, tone, and clarity as shown in 160

Figure 3(b) is introduced by Aydin et al. [16]. Gener- 161

ally, relation to photographic rules and clear definition 162

such as sharpness, clarity, colourfulness, etc. are essen- 163

tial building blocks of any image’s aesthetic algorithm. 164

In the framework, a picture is shown on a screen with 165

five images displayed on other screens and a short task 166
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FIGURE 3. Comparative analysis of Basic hand-crafted assessment methods. a) Hierarchical Aesthetic Assessment Algorithm [13], b) Proposed
Attributes in [16], c) Rule Based System [17], d) Photo Quality Assessment & Selection System [18].

description to determine the stimuli from the image for167

the five primary attributes, i.e., colourfulness, sharp-168

ness, depth, tone, and clarity where the task description169

contains an aesthetic rating of the image individually170

for each attribute, working on 8-bit RGB images. The171

algorithm works in three steps: i) convert the input172

image to a double-precision image and normalize it,173

ii) an edge pyramid is computed with domain transform174

applied to each pyramid layer, and iii) amulti-scale [42]175

contrast image is estimated. Moreover, a data structure176

is built using detailed contrast images, known as a focus177

map that indicates in-focus regions in the image, and178

the inverse of the focus map depicts out-of-focus image179

regions. The focus map is used to calculate features180

such as depth, colourfulness, sharpness, clarity, and181

tone. The training is performed on 955 images ran-182

domly selected from DpChallange [43] dataset. This183

research is applied mainly in HDR tone mapping, auto-184

matic photo editing applications, auto aesthetic analy-185

sis, and multi-scale contrast manipulation.186

5) Mavridaki et al. [17] introduced a system using187

five basic photography rules: simplicity, colourfulness,188

sharpness, pattern, and composition. The simplicity 189

refers to capturing images with emphasized subjects. 190

For colourfulness, k-means clustering is performed to 191

separate different colours. For sharpness, blur detec- 192

tion algorithm [44] is employed, and for pattern assess- 193

ment, SURF point features [45] are extracted. For 194

composition rule, landscape compostion [46], and rule 195

of thirds [47] are examined. All these features are com- 196

bined in the last stage to produce an element feature 197

vector fed to an SVM classifier and are depicted in 198

Figure 3(c). The mentioned method is evaluated on 12k 199

images collected from CUHKPQ [48], CUHK [38], 200

and AVA [49] datasets, where half of them are high- 201

quality, and the other half are of low-quality images. 202

The proposed framework achieves an overall accuracy 203

of 77.08 %. 204

6) An online photo-quality assessment and photo selec- 205

tion system is present in [18] as shown in Figure 3(d), 206

where the users post their images, and the algorithm 207

provides aesthetic evaluation and editing recommen- 208

dations. The cropping-based editing algorithm uses 209

composition features and composition optimization 210
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for the proposed system inputting a single image or211

photo album. The aesthetic score is calculated for a212

single image between 0-100, and image crop recom-213

mendations are provided if the aesthetic score is less214

than 70. Similarly, the top ten rated group photos215

and single-person photos are displayed in the photo216

album with respective scores. Aesthetic assessment is217

performed by extracting a feature vector from images218

followed by regression to compute the aesthetic score.219

Features are considered based on colour, light, com-220

position, and face characteristics. The aesthetic qual-221

ity assessment algorithm is trained on a dataset of222

500 photos collected from Amazon Mechanical Turk223

with ten test images. For albums, images are catego-224

rized into single-person and group photos. Moreover,225

scene correlation analysis and face correlation analysis226

are performed for group photos, and aesthetic quality227

is determined.228

7) Using feature extraction and SVM classifier,229

Domen et al. [19] proposes an aesthetic photo tech-230

nique, where three basic photography features, includ-231

ing simplicity, composition, and colour selection, are232

considered for aesthetic assessment. The edge features233

determine simplicity and the ratio of background to234

image colour palette. The rule-of-thirds and golden235

ratio assess composition. To classify image in the high236

aesthetic score and low aesthetic score, the SVM clas-237

sifier is trained on 258, and 1048 images are randomly238

selected from the Flicker and the DPChallange [43]239

datasets, respectively, achieving an accuracy of 95%240

using 73 features from each image.241

B. STATISTICAL METHODS242

In this subsection, we discuss various methods for image243

aesthetics based on the statistics of texture, foreground and244

background.245

1) The landscape photo assessment algorithm by246

Yang et al. [20] is shown in Figure 4(a). The authors247

extract as relative foreground position and colour har-248

mony features, and according to the rule of thirds, the249

object of interest must be at the image centre. More-250

over, colour harmony is the relative position of each251

colour in the spatial domain, and colour harmonic nor-252

malization [50] is performed via hue wheel. The sup-253

port vector regression (SVR) algorithm [51] is trained254

to map the foreground position and colour harmony255

features with the ground real aesthetics. A mapping256

model is learned to predict the aesthetic level after257

achieving the composition deviation and is tested on258

431 images from Pconline and Flickr [52] concerning259

84.83% accuracy.260

2) Recently, a photo-quality assessment and enhancement261

algorithm to train SVR employing the relative fore-262

ground and visual weight ratio image features is given263

in [21], the architecture of their proposed framework is264

in Figure 4(b). The image is edited if the appeal factor is265

lower than the computed aesthetic score (i.e., between 266

1 to 5). The dataset consists of 384 single object images, 267

and 248 images are scene images downloaded from 268

Flickr [52]. This approach achieves 86% accuracy. 269

3) After image and photo aesthetic assessment [21], 270

Bhattacharya et al. [22] next presented an aesthetic 271

assessment framework for videos. As the algorithm 272

deals with videos, three-level features are extracted, 273

including cell level, frame level, and shot level. The 274

cell features comprise dark-channel, sharpness, and 275

eye sensitivity. For frame-level, Sentibank library [53] 276

detects 1,200-dimensional feature vector. For shot fea- 277

tures, the foreground motion [54], [55], [56], [57], the 278

background motion and the texture dynamics [58] are 279

computed from the video. A SVM is trained for each 280

mentioned level feature. Finally, all SVM scores are 281

fused using low-rank late fusion (LRLF) [59] while the 282

algorithm is evaluated using NHK dataset [60] com- 283

prising of 1k videos. 284

4) Lo et al. [23] utilizes the colour palette, layout com- 285

position, edge composition, and global texture features 286

for aesthetic assessment. The HSV histogram colour 287

components extract colour palette features; layout com- 288

position features are determined through the `1 dis- 289

tance between H, S, and V channels; edge detection 290

filters compute edge composition features [61]; global 291

texture features are calculated by the sum of absolute 292

differences between four channels. In addition to the 293

features mentioned above, blur, dark channel, contrast, 294

and HSV counts are also computed. An SVM classifier 295

trained on the CUHK dataset rates the image in high 296

and low aesthetic levels, providing 86% accuracy in the 297

performance. 298

5) Using saliency enhancement, Wang et al. [24] intro- 299

duced an image aesthetic level prediction algorithm. 300

The authors use the salient region of the image to 301

represent objects, computing the saliency map via 302

Ittiś visual saliency model [62]. The visual features 303

from the image are extracted i.e., global, saliency 304

regions, and foreground-background relationship fea- 305

tures, where the global features are composed of texture 306

details, low depth of fields, and rule of thirds. It is 307

also to be noted that the distribution, position, and 308

area of salient regions are determined as features of 309

salient regions. The hue count and edge spatial distri- 310

bution represent the foreground-background relation- 311

ship. Moreover, images are classified into high and 312

low aesthetic levels by an SVM classifier trained on 313

a dataset downloaded from Photo.net [63], which con- 314

tains 3161 images and achieves an accuracy of 83.7%. 315

C. LOCAL AND GLOBAL FEATURES METHODS 316

In this section, we summarize the algorithms that consider 317

both local and global features learned from images for aes- 318

thetic assessment. 319
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FIGURE 4. Comparative analysis of hand-crafted statistical methods.

FIGURE 5. The frameworks of local and global hand-crafted features algorithms.

1) The multi-label task for assessing the aesthetic quality320

of images based on different aesthetic attributes like321

aesthetic, memorable, and attractive attributes using322

high-level semantic information is explored in [25] as323

shown in Figure 5(a) by designing a Bayesian Net-324

work to predict the aesthetic level using multi aes-325

thetic attribute prediction. Furthermore, a three-node326

Bayesian Network presents each aesthetic attribute,327

including its label, value, and measurement. There are328

two modules of the mentioned framework measure-329

ment acquisition by SIFT [64], GIST [65], HOG [66] or330

self-similarities and multi-attribute relation modeling.331

Finally, a support vector regression (SVR) is trained,332

the ground truth values are discretized in the building 333

model, and a hybrid Bayesian Network structure is 334

learned on continuous and discrete values. The training 335

(with ten-fold cross-validation) and testing are per- 336

formed on the memorability dataset [67] containing 337

2222 images and are evaluated on three different met- 338

rics: F1-score, Kappa, and accuracy. 339

2) The BLIINDS-II algorithm [26] employs discrete 340

cosine transform (DCT) [68], [69] is given in 341

Figure 5(b), where local DCT is computed utilizing 342

input image and lowpass downsampled image. After- 343

wards, a gaussian model is built, extracting model- 344

based features, which are then fed to a Bayesian model 345
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that predicts the quality scores. The simple Bayesian346

probabilistic model requires minimum training [70]347

and is trained on randomly selected data samples from348

the LIVE IQA dataset [71] containing 779 images. The349

algorithm yields 91% accuracy.350

3) A scene-dependent aesthetic model (SDAM) [27] takes351

into account both visual content and geo-context by uti-352

lizing the transfer learning [72] approach, where input353

images along with their geo-context (online images354

with similar contents as that of the input image) are355

used (see Figure 5(c)). The SDAM learns from two356

types of images, i.e., one category is geo contextual357

images that are location-wise similar to online photos,358

and in the other category, similar class images from the359

available database (DB). If a sufficient number of con-360

textual images are available, the machine learning [73]361

approaches are applied to access the input image qual-362

ity. The contextual image retrieval may contain the363

location of the same images but with different objects364

where the GIST identifies these types of irrelevant365

images and are discarded. Moreover, to learn, SDAM366

uses a state vector machine (SVM), which is tested367

on 9600 geo-tagged and 32k auxiliary dataset images,368

achieving an accuracy of 81% on popular spots and369

73% accuracy on images of less prominent locations.370

4) Wang and Simoncelli [28] uses a wavelet domain371

natural image statistical model, providing a distor-372

tion measure algorithm for communication systems373

where images are transferred from one location to374

other. The input image is decomposed into 12 wavelet375

bands, i.e., three scales and four orientations. The six376

wavelet bands are randomly selected to extract fea-377

tures and minimize KLD [74], rendering a quality378

score to rate images in different distortion levels. The379

architecture of the proposed deployment scheme is380

given in Figure 5(d). The framework is tested on381

a LIVE database containing 489 images showing382

92% accuracy.383

5) Recently, Riaz et al. [29] employs generic features,384

including both global and local features, by extract-385

ing SURF features in addition to wavelet and com-386

position features. The method also determines basic387

photographic features, colour combination, saturation,388

contrast, smoothness, intensity, hue, and aspect ratios389

from the input image. The approach applied three390

steps; in the first step, the online database compris-391

ing 250 images ( downloaded from Photo.net), in the392

second step, human professionals rate pictures, and393

the third step, all the features mentioned above are394

extracted. An artificial neural network is trained on395

these features, achieving 83% accuracy.396

D. CONTENT-BASED METHODS397

Content-based methods take into account the content of the398

images. We provide an overview of such methods in the399

following paragraphs.400

1) Aesthetic quality is highly based on the local 401

region’s sum of colour harmony scores accord- 402

ing to Nishiyama et al. [30], implementing bag-of- 403

colour patterns for photograph quality classification 404

(see Figure 6(a)). The authors employ the moon and 405

spencer model [75], [76] computes the sum of colour 406

harmony scores. The colour model evaluates the hue, 407

chroma, and lightness from the sampled local regions 408

of images, and then the collected distributions are 409

integrated to form a bag-of-features [77] framework. 410

Every local area is described using simple colour pat- 411

terns of colour harmony models, assuming the colour 412

distribution to be simple. Aesthetic rating is classified 413

by calculating the histogram of each colour pattern. 414

The SVM classifier is trained on 124,664 images col- 415

lected from the DPChallange [43] dataset to predict the 416

photograph quality, categorized into high and low aes- 417

thetic levels. The algorithm is tested in two scenarios: 418

a) whole image and 2304 local regions each of size 419

32 × 32, and (b) absolute and relative colour values 420

offer an overall 77.6% accuracy. To further improve 421

the classification, the authors also consider the saliency, 422

blur, and edge features in addition to colour harmony 423

patterns. 424

2) Marchesotti et al. [31] proposed an image descriptor- 425

based with Fisher vector (FV) [78] and bag-of-visual- 426

words (BOV) [79] which extracts generic descriptors 427

from image and gradient information is obtained 428

through Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT). The 429

input image is divided into patches, and for each patch, 430

BOV computes discrete distribution, and FV calculates 431

continuous distribution. Furthermore, SIFT is applied 432

to each patch, and GIST descriptor is also consid- 433

ered, initially designed for scene categorization. The 434

algorithm is evaluated on two datasets, Photo.net and 435

CHUK, consisting of 3581 images and 12k images, 436

respectively. The BOV and FV features are computed 437

from 32 × 32 patches at five different scales and 438

represented by SIFT that generates a 128-dimensional 439

feature vector for each patch reduced to 64 dimen- 440

sions using PCA. The EM [80] algorithm learns visual 441

vocabulary Gaussian mixture models, and the SVM 442

classifier is learned using hinge loss and stochastic 443

gradient descent algorithm [81], [82]. In their experi- 444

ments, Fisher Vector outperforms all other techniques 445

and delivers a maximum of 78% accuracy. 446

3) The content-based photo quality assessment, abbrevi- 447

ated as (CPQA) [32], deals with both regional and 448

global features concerning three different areas, includ- 449

ing clarity-based detection, layout-based detection, and 450

human-based detection. Regional features extracted 451

from the input image are dark channel, clarity-contrast, 452

lighting-contrast, composition geometry, complexity, 453

and brightness. Besides, the global features include 454

hue and scene composition features. An SVM is 455

trained on the CUHK-PQ [48], including 17673 images 456
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FIGURE 6. Comparative analysis of content-based Methods. a) Nishiyama et al. [30]’s Moon and Spencer Model, b) Algorithm by
Zhang et al. [33], and c) Su et al. [34]’s algorithm overview.

classifying the images into high, low, and uncertain457

categories. The CPQA algorithm gives 83% accuracy.458

4) The perception-guided image aesthetic (PGIA) [33]459

assessment algorithm learns the model constrained460

with different low-rank graphlets created by fusing461

low-level and high-level features from the image. The462

sparsity of the graphlets is then calculated to gener-463

ate jointly sparse matrices as shown in Figure 6(b).464

The mentioned graphlets turn into actively viewing465

path (AVP) descriptors, and the Gaussian Mixture466

Model learns the distribution of these aesthetic descrip-467

tors. The proposed algorithm is trained and tested on468

AVA [49], Photo.net, and CUHK datasets compris-469

ing of 12k, 3581 images, and 25k images, providing470

90.59%, 85.52%, and 84.13% accuracy, respectively.471

5) Su et al. [34] proposes a bag-of-aesthetics preserving472

(BoAP) library. The algorithm is implemented in two473

steps: 1) The image is decomposed into multiple reso-474

lutions, 2) extraction of bag-of-aesthetics features. The475

HSV colour space, local binary patterns, and saliency476

map extract features from the images. The AdaBoost477

classifier is trained and tested on a dataset of 3k images478

downloaded from DPChallange [43] and Flickr [52],479

providing 92.06% accuracy. Figure 6(c) shows the480

framework of the BoAP algorithm.481

6) To evaluate the quality of Chinese handwriting,482

Rongju et al. [35] explored the problem of artifi-483

cial intelligence with aesthetic feature representation.484

The first step extracts component layout features and485

global features from Chinese handwritten images. For 486

components, the semi-automatic component extraction 487

method extracts layout feature strokes. Similarly, the 488

alignment, stability, and distribution of white spaces 489

and gaps between strokes are global features extracted 490

from input Chinese handwritten images. A novel 491

dataset named Chinese Handwriting Aesthetic Evalu- 492

ation Database (CHAED) [35] is built and used to train 493

the SVM classifier. Finally, neural networks are trained 494

on CHAED to get the aesthetic evaluation ability. 495

III. DEEP LEARNING METHODS 496

Deep learning uses artificial neural networks to automatically 497

learn complex low and high-level features useful for com- 498

puter vision tasks [95], [96]. In many cases, deep learning has 499

produced results comparable to human accuracy or even sur- 500

passed humans in many areas. Convolutional neural networks 501

are the backbone of deep learning for image analysis [97], 502

[98], [99]. Once trained onmillions of images, these networks 503

can provide outstanding accuracy on image understanding 504

tasks such as image aesthetic assessment. In this section, 505

we discuss various important works for image aesthetics 506

prediction using deep learning methods, shown in Figure 7. 507

The aesthetic quality assessment of photographs can be for- 508

mulated as a classification or regression or the combination 509

of classification and regression approaches. There is a lack 510

of consensus on the definition of aesthetic quality as it is a 511

subjective matter. However, the photo-sharing communities 512

rated the photos, and the average score is usually taken as the 513
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FIGURE 7. Overview of the deep learning methods and their classification based on similarity in structure.

quality of the images and used as ground truth for different514

algorithms. Therefore, the quality of the assessment task is515

taken as a classification problem. Nevertheless, the problem516

can also be formulated as a regression to regress the quality517

of photographs to aesthetic score. Thus, the aesthetic quality518

assessment feature could be either extracted as a hand-crafted519

or learned using deep learning architecture in multi-task520

settings. The multi-task approaches tend to learn better and521

improve the aesthetic score significantly.522

A. DEEP LEARNING BASIC METHODS523

1) DEEP FEATURES EXTRACTION BASED METHODS524

The author used a deep neural network and extracted 56 visual525

features originally proposed by Datta et al. [14] for aesthetic526

assessment [100]. The dataset is collected from the internet527

consisting of 28896 images, where each image is resized to528

160× 120 resolution, and features are extracted from images529

by converting them to HSV colour space. These extracted530

features include brightness, Earth Mover Distance (EMD),531

Hue, saturation, etc. The autoencoder has been used to com-532

press the raw features into new features with 1/2 or 1/4 of its533

original input. The Artificial Neural Network (ANN) trains534

the network with both the extracted 56 visual features and535

the new features extracted from the autoencoder. The ANN536

is used here as a classifier to classify the photograph into537

two aesthetic categories: high and low aesthetics. Moreover,538

Convolutional Neural Networks and Deep Belief networks539

are also used for aesthetic evaluation on a larger dataset.540

The overall structure of their proposed scheme is depicted541

in Figure 8. This scheme is tested on an AMD Athlon II PC542

providing 82.1% accuracy. A global, local, and scene-aware543

information of images are considered and exploited the544

composite features extracted from corresponding pre-trained545

deep learning models for classification using SVM [101].546

They found that a deep residual network could produce547

FIGURE 8. The scheme for deep features extraction methods [100].

more aesthetics-aware image representation and composite 548

features. 549

2) MULTI-TASK CONVOLUTIONAL NETWORKS 550

A Multi-task learning approach is employed to explore 551

the correlation between automatic aesthetic assessment and 552

semantic information. The task is to utilize semantic infor- 553

mation in the joint objective function to improve the quality 554

assessment task [102]. The approach provides both aesthetic 555

and semantic labels as output. A Multi-Task Convolutional 556

Neural network (MTCNN) [83] is designed that performs 557

both semantic recognition and quality assessment consid- 558

ering an input image size of 227 × 227. The proposed 559

CNN automatically learns the relation between semantics 560

and aesthetics. Their CNN consists of five convolutional 561

layers, three pooling layers, and three fully-connected layers. 562

The proposed Convolutional Neural Network architecture 563

is shown in Figure 9(a). Furthermore, three representations 564
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FIGURE 9. Multi-task Convolutional Networks Based Methods. a) Architecture of the system proposed by Kao et al. [102],
b) Framework of the system proposed by Kao et al. [84], c) The personality-assisted multi-task learning model by Li et al. [87],
and d) The architecture of the multi-task learning model by Li et al. [85].

of the MTCNN are proposed in which different configura-565

tions of convolutional layers and pooling layers [103], [104],566

[105] are designed. A multi-task probabilistic framework567

is applied. The network is trained and tested on the AVA568

dataset [49] and Photo.net [14] dataset. AVA dataset con-569

sists of 255k images, and the photo.net dataset comprises570

20,278 images. On the AVA dataset, MTCNN achieves up571

to 77.71% accuracy, and on Photo.net, it achieves up to572

65.20% accuracy.573

A Convolutional Neural Network-based framework has574

been proposed for the visual quality assessment [84]. There575

are three categories defined for each image; scene, object,576

and texture. Firstly, each image is classified into one of577

the three categories using SVM. Then for each category,578

a separate convolutional neural network named Scene CNN,579

Object CNN, and Texture CNN is trained to learn fea-580

tures and classify the output into a high aesthetic or low581

aesthetic class and a numerical aesthetic score. In addi-582

tion, another single CNN called A&C CNN is deployed,583

which performs recognition of quality and aesthetic rat-584

ings simultaneously for overall images. Figure 9(b) shows585

the overall structure of the implemented scheme. The algo-586

rithm is tested on an AVA dataset containing 255k images.587

It achieves 91.3% accuracy. The scene, object, and texture588

CNN are highly dependent on the classification accuracy of589

the SVM classifier. If SVM provides the wrong classifica- 590

tion, the incorrect CNN gets activated and outputs inaccurate 591

results. 592

An end-to-end personality-driven multi-task deep learning 593

model has been introduced to assess the aesthetics of an 594

image [85] as shown in Figure 9(c). Firstly, image aesthet- 595

ics and personality traits are learned from the multi-task 596

model. Then the personality features are used to modulate 597

the aesthetics features, producing the optimal generic image 598

aesthetics scores. 599

Bianco et al. [86] used deep learning to predict image 600

aesthetics using aesthetic visual analysis (AVA) [49] dataset. 601

This model fine-tuned canonical convolutional neural net- 602

work architecture to obtain aesthetic scores in this model. 603

Aesthetic quality assessment is treated as a regression prob- 604

lem. Caffe network [106] is selected to be fine-tuned, and 605

the last fully connected layer of CaffeNet is replaced by a 606

single neuron providing an aesthetic score between 1 and 10. 607

Another modification is incorporated in Caffe Net to 608

use Euclidean loss [107] instead of Softmax loss [108]. 609

A stochastic gradient descent backpropagation algo- 610

rithm fine-tunes the new network. The dataset contains 611

255k images, from which 250,129 images are used for train- 612

ing and 4970 images for testing. The algorithm achieves 613

83% accuracy. 614
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FIGURE 10. Content-adaptive Deep Learning Methods. a) Architectures of different models proposed by Kong et al. [12], b) Double column
convolutional neural network model for aesthetic quality assessment proposed by Lu et al. [88], c) Regularized double-column convolutional
neural network model proposed by Lu et al. [88], and d) Scene aware multi-net regression model of Mai et al. [89].

A personality-assisted multi-task deep learning framework615

is presented [87] as shown in Figure 9(d) for both generic616

and personalized image aesthetics assessment. Initially, they617

introduced a multi-task learning network with shared weights618

to predict the aesthetics distribution of an image and Big-619

Five (BF) personality traits of people who like the image.620

They then used an inter-task fusion to generate individuals’621

personalized aesthetic scores on the image.622

3) CONTENT-ADAPTIVE DEEP LEARNING METHODS623

A content adaptation technique using deep CNN has been624

proposed for image quality aesthetic assessment [12]. A new625

dataset is published by these researchers, which they named626

as Aesthetics and Attributes Database (AADB) [12] com-627

prising 10k images. AlexNet architecture [109] is fine-tuned628

on AADB dataset. Softmax loss is replaced by Euclidean629

loss. Another Siamese network [110], [111] is fine-tuned630

with content category classification and attribute layers to631

achieve hybrid performance. An attribute-adaptive model632

and a content-adaptive model are designed. Figure 10(a)633

shows three different models initially based on AlexNet.634

Model (a) uses shared low-level layers of AlexNet and adopts635

Euclidean loss and Ranking loss, whereas model (b) is an636

attribute-adaptive net with an additional attribute predictor637

branch. Model (c) provides a combined adaptive net and638

attribute adaptive net approach. It takes an input image of size639

227× 227 and provides 77.33% accuracy.640

A two-column content-adaptive aesthetic rating neural net-641

work is proposed that takes into account both style contents642

and semantic information [88]. Each column is trained on 643

two different crops of a single image. Each column consists 644

of three convolutional layers and three pooling layers fol- 645

lowed by a fully connected layer. Finally, style and semantic 646

features extracted by both columns are fused by two fully 647

connected layers as shown in Figure 10(b). The network 648

is trained using end-to-end learning and stochastic gradient 649

descent. A network adaptation strategy is proposed to facil- 650

itate content-based image aesthetics. This helps improve the 651

adaptation of images’ semantic contents; hence, fewer images 652

from each category are required for training. A Regularized 653

Double-column Convolutional Neural Network (RDCNN) 654

is proposed, which includes a single Style Column Convo- 655

lutional Neural Network (Style-SCNN) for style informa- 656

tion and a Double-Column Convolutional Neural Network 657

(DCNN) for semantic information. The final structure of the 658

framework is shown in Figure 10(c). This network is tested on 659

the AVA dataset and IAD dataset [112] to categorize images 660

into high and low quality and achieves 71.2% accuracy. 661

A composition preserving convolutional neural network 662

has been proposed for photo aesthetic assessment [89]. The 663

network incorporates the concept of image quality degrada- 664

tion by resizing and clipping.Multi Net Adaptive spatial pool- 665

ing Convolutional Neural Network (MNA-CNN) is designed 666

to rate variable size images. For this purpose, an adaptive 667

spatial pooling layer is introduced that adjusts its receptive 668

size according to output rather than input. There are multiple 669

streams of network [113] where an adaptive spatial pooling 670

layer replaces the last pooling layer. Pre-trained VGG [114] is 671
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FIGURE 11. Deep semantic aggregation network proposed by Lu et al. [116].

fine-tuned on Torch Deep Learning package [115], and each672

sub-network is trained separately. Another scene categoriza-673

tion CNN is trained on Places205-GoogleLeNet consisting of674

2.5 million images. This framework is shown in Figure 10(d).675

Scene categorization network increases aesthetic assessment676

accuracy to 77.1% accuracy.677

4) FINE-TUNING BASED APPROACHES678

A pre-trained convolutional neural network is fine-tuned for679

assessing the quality of images [90]. AlexNet and VGG are680

fine-tuned to provide output in two categories (high and681

low). VGG is a deeper network than AlexNet, providing682

high accuracy and requiring more training time. AlexNet683

comprises five convolutional layers with ReLU non-linearity,684

five pooling layers, and three fully-connected layers. The685

last layer is replaced by a fully connected layer for a two-686

class classification. VGG is a deeper network consisting of687

sixteen to nineteen convolutional and pooling layers. Both688

global and local views train the networks. AVA and CUHKPQ689

datasets are used to fine-tune and are trained on both the690

global and local views. AlexNet achieves 91.20% accuracy691

CUHKPQ dataset, and VGG achieves 91.93% accuracy.692

AlexNet achieves 83.24% accuracy on the AVA dataset, and693

VGG achieves 85.41% accuracy.694

A ResNet152 network has been used for image aesthetic695

quality assessment [116], which was trained on the Ima-696

geNet dataset for object classification and further fine-tuned697

on AVA, Places, and emotion6 datasets. The network is698

trained for four different categories; scene images, object699

images, emotion images, and general semantic images as700

depicted in Figure 11. For the scene images, 2.5 million701

images from the Places dataset [117] are used to fine-tune702

ResNet152. The network is trained using the AVA dataset for703

object images, and the emotion images network is trained704

on the Emotion6 dataset consisting of 1980 images. This705

network achieves 78.6% accuracy.706

B. ADVANCED DEEP METHODS707

1) BRAIN-INSPIRED APPROACHES708

A Brain-inspired Deep Neural Network (BDN) has been pro-709

posed for image aesthetic assessment [91] and is composed710

of two parts. The first part is attribute learning via parallel711

pathways, and the second part is a high-level synthesis net-712

work as shown in Figure 12(a). Attribute learning via parallel713

pathways is a combination of deep neural network streams.714

Different attributes are learned from input images, includ- 715

ing hue, saturation, value, complementary colours, duotones, 716

high dynamic range, image grain, light on white, long expo- 717

sure, macro, motion blur, negative image, rule of thirds, 718

shallow DOF, silhouettes, soft focus and vanishing point. 719

Hue, saturation, and value are directly computed from the 720

image, whereas the other attributes are learned using parallel 721

deep neural networks as shown in Figure 12(b). This network 722

predicts a label 0 or 1 and is trained using the AVA dataset. 723

Their high-level synthesis network is a four-layer convo- 724

lutional neural network. This network predicts the overall 725

aesthetic level of the image. At this stage, the entire network 726

is trained end-to-end using the AVA dataset. Experiments are 727

performed on 12 CPUs (Intel Xeon 2.7 GHz) and a GPU 728

(Nvidia GTX680). Training and fine-tuning take around one 729

day with an accuracy of 76.80%. 730

2) SEMI-SUPERVISED APPROACHES 731

For image aesthetic quality assessment, Liu et al. [92] pro- 732

posed a semi-supervised deep active learning (SDAL) algo- 733

rithm, which discovers how humans perceive semantically 734

significant regions from many images partially assigned with 735

contaminated tags. 736

An adaptive fractional dilated convolution is devel- 737

oped [118], which is aspect-ratio-embedded, composition- 738

preserving and parameter-free. The fractional dilated kernel 739

is adaptively constructed according to the image aspect ratios, 740

where the interpolation of the nearest two integers dilated 741

kernels are used to cope with the misalignment of fractional 742

sampling. 743

A convolutional neural network is used to investigate the 744

relationship between image measures, such as complexity, 745

and human aesthetic evaluation, using dimension reduction 746

methods to visualize both genotype and phenotype space 747

to support the exploration of new territory in a genera- 748

tive system [93]. Convolutional neural networks trained on 749

the artist’s prior aesthetic evaluations are used to suggest 750

new possibilities similar to or between known high-quality 751

genotype-phenotype mappings. 752

3) MULTIMODAL ATTENTION-BASED NETWORKS 753

The MSCAN, a multimodal self, and collaborative atten- 754

tion network is proposed for aesthetic prediction task [94] 755

as shown in Figure 13. The self-attention module finds the 756

response at a position by attending to all positions in the 757
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FIGURE 12. Brain-inspired Approaches of [91]. a) Brain inspired network architecture and b) Attribute learning via parallel pathways.

FIGURE 13. The multimodal self and collaborative attention network by Zhang et al. [94].

images to encode spatial interaction of the visual elements.758

To model the complex image-textual feature relations, a co-759

attention module is used to perform textual-guided visual760

attention and visual-guided textual attention jointly.761

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETTINGS762

To make the survey more comprehensive, we first pro-763

vide information about the publicly available widely used764

benchmark datasets and evaluation metrics, followed by the765

hand-crafted and deep learning comparisons.766

A. DATASETS767

1) PHOTO.NET768

This dataset [14] is collected from ‘‘Photo.net’’, a website of769

photo-sharing community established in 1997. The authors770

considered originality and aesthetic qualities used for rating771

photos on this website. Both the qualities are correlated, but772

originality is considered by the authors to be used for further773

processing due to its role in aesthetic value. The authors774

finally obtained 3581 photos for their work. The original775

dataset contains 20278 images.776

2) AESTHETIC VISUAL ANALYSIS DATASET777

Aesthetic Visual Analysis (AVA) dataset [49] is derived from778

‘‘dpchallenge.com’’ where the community uploads images to779

participate in different photographic challenges having titles 780

and descriptions. In this connection, each image is linkedwith 781

the information of its corresponding challenge that can pro- 782

vide the context of annotations when combined with aesthetic 783

scores or semantic labels. 784

AVA dataset contains 255,000 images that are associ- 785

ated with 963 challenges. While treating the aesthetic qual- 786

ity as a binary-class classification problem, images having 787

an average aesthetic score value greater than the threshold 788

value 5 + σ are labelled as positive. In contrast, those with 789

an average aesthetic score value less than 5− σ are negative. 790

Training and testing sets contain 230,000 and 20,000 images 791

respectively for a hard threshold σ = 0. Another split is 792

also used to account for the top 10% and bottom 10% of the 793

images, thus obtaining 25,000 images in the training set and 794

25,000 in the testing set. 795

3) CUHK 796

CUHK [31] is a publicly available dataset that contains pho- 797

tos of diversified aesthetic quality where 60,000 images were 798

collected from ‘‘dpchallenge.com’’ each of which is rated by 799

a minimum of 100 users. The images with top 10% average 800

rates are considered good category whereas the bottom 10% 801

average rates are considered bad category and, therefore, are 802

manually examined. Due to the fact that CUHK draws a clear 803
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boundary between the classes, it is not a challenging dataset804

compared to the datasets where the class boundaries are not805

very clear.806

4) CUHK-PHOTOQUALITY807

CUHK-PhotoQuality (CUHK-PQ) dataset [48] is a collection808

of 17,690 images obtained from multiple online community809

platforms and university students. The images are aesthet-810

ically labelled either as high quality or low quality based811

on the feedback of independent viewers. The label for each812

image is decided only if eight reviewers out of ten favours it.813

CUHK-PQ dataset covers seven distinct categories: animal,814

plant, night, human, landscape, architecture, and static. The815

data is randomly partitioned according to 50-50 split to gen-816

erate training and testing sets where the ratio of positive to817

negative samples is 1:3.818

5) MIRFLICKR819

In the domain of multimedia retrieval, MIRFLICKR820

dataset [49] is a collection of one million images accom-821

panied by textual tags, aesthetic annotations in the form of822

Flickr’s interestingness, and EXIF metadata. As opposed823

to the AVA dataset, the MIRFLICKR dataset has an inter-824

estingness flag only that describes the aesthetic preference.825

Exposure and blur are two aspects associated with 44 visual826

concepts in the MIRFLICKR dataset. Images in this dataset827

are categorized in the following categories: neutral illumina-828

tion, over-exposed, under-exposed, motion blur, no blur, out829

of focus, and partially blurred.830

6) AESTHETICS AND ATTRIBUTES DATABASE831

Aesthetics and Attributes Database (AADB) [12] is con-832

structed by downloading 10k images from the Flickr web-833

site, where each image is rated by five raters independently.834

In this way, each image in the dataset is annotated with an835

aesthetic score and eleven attributes. The training, validation,836

and testing sets contain (8,500), (500), and (1,000) images,837

respectively. This dataset is distributed in different categories838

by the K-means clustering technique, where the value of k is839

set to ten based on experimental observation.840

B. EVALUATION METRICS841

The most commonly used evaluation metrics in image aes-842

thetic assessment are summarized in subsections.843

1) OVERALL ACCURACY844

Overall accuracy (OA) takes into account True Positive (TP),845

True Negative (TN), False Positive (FP), and False Negative846

(FN) samples of a dataset. Accuracy may bemisleading in the847

case of imbalanced data. However, it is a widely usedmeasure848

to assess the performance of a classification model. It can be849

expressed mathematically as850

OA =
(TP+ TN )

(TP+ FN + TN + FP)
× 100 (1)851

2) BALANCED ACCURACY 852

In the case of an imbalanced dataset, Balance Accuracy (BA) 853

can be used to evaluate the performance of a classifier and 854

averaging recall values can calculate it for each class. Bal- 855

ance accuracy is computed as the arithmetic mean of sen- 856

sitivity and specificity. Mathematically, it can be expressed 857

by Eq. (2). 858

BA =
Sensitivity+ Specificity

2
(2) 859

Sensitivity is the true positive rate that computes the cor- 860

rectly predicted positive samples out of total positive samples, 861

whereas specificity is the true negative rate that computes 862

the correctly predicted negative samples out of total negative 863

samples. Sensitivity and specificity are given below 864

Sensitivity =
TP

TP+ FN
(3) 865

Specificity =
TN

TN + FP
(4) 866

3) PRECISION-RECALL CURVE 867

When the classes are highly imbalanced, the precision-recall 868

curve is beneficial in assessing the performance of a clas- 869

sification model. The precision-recall curve highlights the 870

trade-off between precision and recall for various threshold 871

values. Higher the value of area under the precision-recall 872

curve, higher are the values of recall and precision where the 873

high precision value indicates a low false-positive rate and 874

high recall value shows a low false-negative rate 875

Precision =
TP

TP+ FP
(5) 876

Recall =
TP

(TP+ FN
, (6) 877

where precision and recall are given in Eq. (5) and (6), respec- 878

tively. Here, precision refers to the number of true positives 879

over the number of true positives and the number of false 880

positives predicted by the classifier. On the other hand, recall 881

indicates the number of true positives over the total number 882

of positives, including true positives and false negatives in the 883

positive class. 884

C. ANALYSIS 885

This section provides a comparative performance analysis of 886

both hand-crafted and deep learning-based methods. We pro- 887

vide an overview of how the reviewed techniques are different 888

from each other with respect to features utilized, accuracy, 889

dataset size, and classifiers used. 890

1) PERFORMANCE OF HAND-CRAFTED METHODS 891

In this section, we show the analysis of various hand-crafted 892

techniques as follows 893

• Basic Feature Methods. Table 1 presents the accuracy 894

of basic feature methods results for image aesthetic 895

assessment. Depending on the dataset used for testing, 896
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TABLE 1. Comparative analysis of hand-crafted techniques using basic image features for image aesthetic assessment.

TABLE 2. Comparative analysis of hand-crafted techniques using texture and FG/BG features for image aesthetic assessment.

TABLE 3. Comparative analysis of hand-crafted techniques using local and global features for Bi-level image aesthetic assessment categorization task.

the accuracy varies significantly. The maximum accu-897

racy is obtained by [19] for DPChallenge and Flicker898

datasets. However, recent methods such as [15] and [17]899

reports less accuracy as the datasets employed are900

different and the number of images is significantly901

higher. The basic feature method’s popular choice for902

the classifier is SVM, and the essential feature is903

colour.904

• Statistical Methods. A comparison of accuracy, dataset905

size, classifier, and features extracted for statistical906

methods is given in Table 2. In multi-level classification,907

Yang et al. [20] achieves the highest accuracy of 84.83%908

while in bi-level classification Lo et al. [23] obtained909

86%. Although the authors employed differents for each910

classification level. SVM is mostly employed for classi-911

fication.912

• Global and Local Features Methods. The local and913

global features methods are provided in Table 3 showing914

the comparison of accuracy, datasets, the number of915

images, classifiers, year of publication, and attributes916

extracted. The accuracy for the mentioned methods 917

ranges from 72.7% to 92%. The algorithms utilize differ- 918

ent features, datasets, and classifiers for each technique. 919

• Content-Based Methods. Table 4 gives the compari- 920

son between content-based hand-crafted methods. All 921

the methods are evaluated for bi-level image aesthetic 922

assessment tasks. The number of images employed by 923

content-based is relatively higher than other previously 924

mentioned methods. Most methods use SVM as a classi- 925

fier while there is no set choice for features and datasets. 926

It can also be observed that the higher the number of 927

images in the dataset lower the accuracy and vice versa. 928

In summary, a large dataset is not required for hand- 929

crafted methods. These techniques use a few hundred or 930

a few thousand images to train classifiers. Almost 75% of 931

articles discussed in this survey utilized an SVM classifier to 932

classify images into high and low aesthetic levels, and around 933

15% used support vector regression. Here, the regression 934

provides a continuous score on which threshold is applied 935

for classification into different aesthetic levels. Hand-tuned 936
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TABLE 4. Comparative analysis of hand-crafted techniques using content-based features for Bi-level image aesthetic assessment categorization task.

TABLE 5. Comparative analysis of deep learning techniques for image aesthetic assessment.

approaches mainly rely on low-level features and do not con-937

sider semantic information of images, providing a minimal938

scoped aesthetic rating.939

2) PERFORMANCE OF DEEP LEARNING METHODS940

This section presents the comparative analysis of deep941

learning approaches in terms of layers, learning models,942

datasets, number of images per dataset, classification level,943

and accuracy. Table 5 shows the comparison of various944

deep learning techniques for image aesthetic assessment.945

Deep learning techniques provide better accuracy than hand-946

crafted techniques, focusing on the broader picture, includ-947

ing low-level and high-level features. The deep convolu-948

tional neural networks require considerable data for train-949

ing. As the Table depicts, the datasets are more significant950

than those used in hand-crafted techniques. The depth of the951

network i.e., the number of layers for each method is also952

represented in Table 5. Moreover, the accuracy may not be953

directly proportional to the depth of the network. One should954

also note that deep learning techniques require more compu-955

tational resources and time for training and deployment.956

V. LIMITATION AND CHALLENGES957

We here list some of the limitations and challenges in the958

following paragraphs.959

• Lack of Dataset: The algorithms are trained on various 960

datasets; hence, there is no accurate way to determine 961

the actual performance comparison. The best approach 962

is to fix the dataset for training and evaluation. 963

• Open Source Algorithms: In image aesthetics, most of 964

the algorithms and networks are not open source. The 965

open-source codes are essential for future development 966

and improvement. 967

• Lack of Benchmark: The image aesthetics lack a 968

benchmark dataset to evaluate the algorithms, where 969

each one reports the accuracy on the dataset of their 970

choice. A standard benchmark will help accurately 971

record algorithms’ progress in image aesthetics. 972

• Parameters Comparison: The methods in image aes- 973

thetics lack comparison on the number of parameters 974

that are critical for many real-time computer vision 975

applications. Unfortunately, existing models only focus 976

on performance without giving any information about 977

the number of parameters and efficiency, which may not 978

be a true representation in the accuracy. Hence, attempts 979

should be made for efficient models for deployment on 980

real-time devices. 981

• Generalization: is a challenging task, and many pro- 982

posed models only work well on the suggested settings. 983

The mentioned models perform better in one scenario 984
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due to their design for that specific task and fail in other985

settings. Further, the data can influence the generaliza-986

tion as well as robustness; thus, a significant step is to987

generalize these algorithms on more generalized tasks.988

VI. CONCLUSION989

Images may be degraded due to compression artifacts, illu-990

mination or lighting issues, pose or camera angle, sensor991

problems, background clutter, and other imperfections. Image992

quality assessment can quantify such degradation. There-993

fore, image quality can be improved by rectifying degra-994

dation in images. With avalanche of digital photographs995

in major fields of life such as medical & healthcare,996

information & communication technologies, infotainment,997

edutainment, and safety & security etc., image quality assess-998

ment becomes an essential requirement for decision support.999

This article presented a comparative study of various image1000

aesthetic assessment techniques covering a wide range of1001

hand-crafted as well as deep learning based models from the1002

year 2005 to 2021. We found that deep learning based models1003

have demonstrated superior performance over hand-crafted1004

based models. Therefore, emerging deep learning based1005

image aesthetic assessment techniques can be incorporated in1006

designing state-of-the-art effective decision support systems1007

for the decision makers of the aforementioned fields.1008
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